
Prophix Contributor
Extending the Power of Prophix 
with Microsoft® Excel® 365 

Wouldn’t it be great if you could take advantage of Prophix’s planning power, and directly 
contribute to the budgeting process from Microsoft Excel?

Prophix Contributor extends Prophix’s centralized planning and reporting functionality to 
stakeholders who contribute to the budgeting process using Microsoft® Excel.

Prophix Contributor was built with spreadsheet users and non-finance contributors in mind 
such as sales leaders, marketing executives, operations management, and more to improve 
collaboration, simplify budgeting and shorten planning cycles.

Whether you use simple or complex spreadsheets, want to utilize existing formulas, popular 
Excel tools, or would like the freedom and convenience to work offline, Prophix Contributor 
provides you the flexibility to plan your way.

Ideal for:
 »  Occasional budget contributors

 »  Rolling up data found in complex executive plans into Prophix

 »  Extending the reach of Prophix’s planning and financial report distribution capabilities
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Prophix Contributor enables you to:
Leverage Microsoft Excel
There are many non-finance contributors in the budget process who prefer to use Excel as their primary 
planning software.  Prophix Contributor helps to streamline data collection by providing the flexibility to 
participate in the Prophix planning process through a familiar interface, using formulas, and tools they 
are already comfortable with.

Plan Faster and Accurately
Simplify and streamline your planning process with the flexibility and convenience of data collection 
directly from Excel. You can now open Prophix planning templates in Excel, enabling casual users to 
provide their data inputs while maintaining the centralization and security benefits of Prophix. Collate 
your data faster and more efficiently with greater confidence using Prophix Contributor.  

Automate Excel Planning with Prophix Workflows
With Prophix Contributor, Excel contributors are included in both the planning process and Workflow 
Manager, which automates the collection, review, and approval of financial data. Capabilities like task 
assignment, submissions, approvals, and rejections help reduce the delays associated with planning, 
so you can expedite the budgeting process.

Improve Collaboration
Use workflow commentary to provide the context behind your budget numbers. Retrieve data from 
Prophix on demand, review revisions, and approve projections for faster planning. Stay better informed 
by receiving the latest reports with Prophix’s automated report distribution capabilities.

By combining the centralized data and automation capabilities in Prophix with the ease and convenience of data 
collection in Excel, Prophix Contributor will transform the way you budget, plan and report.

Plan Your Way - Contribute to Budgets in 
Prophix or Excel 


